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Patrick
Freyne
Emily in Paris?
The French call it
Leave Me Alone,
You Illiterate
Sociopath

E

mily in Paris, that button-nosed
avatar of American foreign policy,
has returned to the Netflix top 10
(the metric by which I gauge the
psychological health of our nation). If
the first series helped you pass the Junior
Cert exam in having a French accent and
carrying a baguette, then the new one will
help you coast through the Leaving Cert
exam in wearing a string of onions around
your neck and saying “bof”. Seriously,
if you stick with this you could well end
up doing a degree in dressing up like
Napoleon while carrying a poodle under
your arm and then the sky’s the limit.
Emily is a chirpy clown person who
works for an advertising company in
Paris. She is an American innocent in a
place of romance and fairy tale but she is
unaccountably surrounded by smelly,
smoking, frequently nude Parisians who
insist on speaking gibberish and being
sexually enthralled by her Ayn Randian
American obliviousness.
Emily comes from a lineage of sartorially idiosyncratic television heroines that
includes Carrie Bradshaw, Blossom and
Minnie Mouse. Much of Emily’s clothing
looks like it was designed by a precocious
four-year-old at the behest of a child
psychologist. In one episode Emily wears
a lampshade on her head and an isosceles
triangle as a coat. In another her head
seems to be emerging from an explosion
of purple ruffles. If I met Emily in real life,
I would ask her what she had dressed as
before remembering it wasn’t Halloween.
Emily has three friends. There’s the
“crazy” one, an expat heiress who performs at a drag club. In a later episode she
gets into an argument with a mime, which

makes sense, they live in France. Big
Mime is the main employer there.
There’s also Camille, whose parents
run a vineyard that produces wine so
terrible it is literally marketed to be
sprayed at people. She takes Emily to a
sauna where Camille and the other
Frenchies wander around nudely but
where Emily sits with a robe fastened up
to the throat, clearly judging them.
Then there’s Gabriel, Camille’s
boyfriend, with whom Emily has as an
affair. His personality is that he has a
rectangular head, is a chef and lives
downstairs. He also now owns a cafe, like
René from ’Allo ’Allo! He is the thoughtless woman’s René from ’Allo ’Allo!
Sadly, Emily cannot speak French. This
fact becomes more and more of an issue
for her this series. You’d think she would
have given her lack of language skills

‘‘

She is an American
innocent in a place of
romance and fairy tale
but she is unaccountably
surrounded by smelly,
smoking, frequently nude
Parisians who insist on
speaking gibberish

more thought, given that her USP is being
“in Paris”. She frequently initiates conversations with strangers in English. At one
point she gets annoyed that the people in
her office have decided to hold a meeting
in French, the language of their nation.
In the fourth episode she sends a letter
of apology to her friend Camille about
sleeping with Gabriel, to which Camille
responds, “Leave me alone, you illiterate
sociopath”. Camille speaks for all of
France here. Indeed, I believe Leave
Me Alone, You Illiterate Sociopath is
the French title of the show.
Emily in Paris is unaccountably watchable despite being entirely frictionless and
devoid of stakes. It sort of slides over your
eyes like fractals or nightfall or the gentle
onset of cataracts. My wife sat down to
watch just one scene so she could shout
swear words at it in French, but soon we
were both on the third episode and an
hour and a half closer to death.
Back to the almost complete absence
of tension. Nothing can seriously impact
Emily for she is an American Abroad. If
she was an American at Home she would
be endangered by inadequate healthcare,
guns and the fact they put corn syrup in
everything. In Paris she benefits from
socialised medicine, gun control and
the reality that if anything happens to
Americans overseas, other people get
renditioned.
Her imperviousness to harm is clear in
the opening minute of the new series,
when, overcome by sexy thoughts of her
Francophone squeeze, she runs into
traffic. She is yanked back by a French
pedestrian. Yes, the whole nation is on
high alert for clueless Americans ever

■ Above: Lucien Laviscount and Lily

Collins in Emily in Paris. Left: Temuera
Morrison and Ming-Na Wen in The Book
of Boba Fett. PHOTOGRAPHS: STÉPHANIE
BRANCHU/NETFLIX; DISNEY+

since Alexis de Tocqueville put the word
out a couple of centuries ago. So assured
is Emily of her general security that she
takes this as her due. She doesn’t even
say thanks to the woman who saved her
life and just keeps on going. The fact
that Emily’s life has been saved by a
stranger is never mentioned again. Mark
my words, this is the key scene of the
whole series and it makes a clear point:
Emily cannot die.
For the most part they could replace
Emily with a large puppy and most of the
plot would still work fine. How is this
person with no French and a remarkable
lack of curiosity managing to flourish in a
Parisian marketing company? The same
way a large puppy would manage to
flourish in a Parisian marketing company.
Implausibly.
How does prudish Emily function in a
steamy love triangle with a champagne

heiress and a hunky chef? The same way a
large puppy would function in a steamy
love triangle with a champagne heiress
and a hunky chef. Implausibly and a little
disturbingly.
Large Puppy in Paris, I suspect, would
do just as well as Emily in Paris. Indeed,
Plaster of Paris, a show about a discarded
medicinal boot, would probably do as well
if the plaster wore some cute berets and
had an Instagram account (I have bought
the rights to Plaster of Paris).
Vader’spet
I like Boba Fett in the original Star Wars
trilogy. He’s just a regular working
schmuck. In The Empire Strikes Back,
when Darth Vader hires a bunch of bounty
hunters to find the goodies, Boba, the
most helmeted of the bounty hunters,
sneaks around until he spots them. Then
he runs off and snitches to Vader. Boba

Fett’s only real action scene comes in
Return of the Jedi when, in the midst of a
melee, a blinded Han Solo accidentally
turns Boba’s rocket pack on and propels
him into the mouth of a tentacled sand
beast. It’s pretty solid slapstick. Or a cool
meet-cute if you’re attracted to tentacled
monsters.
Based on these appearances, Boba Fett
was just Vader’s pet and a hapless klutz.
Boba “nerdlinger” Fett is what the other
bounty hunters probably called him. But
then the fans became obsessed with the
idea that he was a badass and soon he was
fan-fictioned into a million non-canonical
comics and novels. His personality never
evolved past “has a cool helmet” but now
we have to reckon with The Book of Boba
Fett (Disney Plus), where he turns out to
be a grumpy middle-aged man who’s good
at guns. I find this sad. I’d have been all in
on a Boba Fett show in which he was the
Frank Spencer of the Star Wars universe,
causing Vader to shake his fist and shout
“Feeeett!” on a regular basis. Or how
about a show in which he moved to
another planet in order to work in
advertising with some chain-smoking,
sex-obsessed Ewoks who only speak Ewok
(Boba in Endor?). That would have been
brilliant. The Book of Boba Fett isn’t like
either of those things. Still, he does have a
cool helmet. I expect to see Emily wearing
it in future episodes of Emily in Paris.

NewreleasesMusic

HUGAR
Rift ★★★★
Sony/XXIM Records
Plaintive, introspective and
pondering, Rift – the third studio
record from Icelandic duo Bergur
Þórisson and Pétur Jónsson – is a
delicate collection of instrumental post-rock that calls to mind the
gentler aspects of 65 Days of
Static or a more ornamental
Explosions in the Sky. The pair of
multi-instrumentalists weave an
impressive soundscape of chilly,
expansive tones to create the
audio equivalent of a snowy
mirage. Rift, meaning to split or
to break, seems to address an
almost edge of the world landscape; the Reykjavik peninsulas,
coves and islands where their

Playing to his considerable strengths
ELVIS COSTELLO
& THE IMPOSTERS
The Boy Named If ★★★★
EMI
Always changing direction,
you might think that 67-year-old
Elvis Costello has enjoyed a
40-year-plus career deliberately
blindsiding his fans by taking the
self-indulgent route of doing
anything he damn well wants to.
The truth is more prosaic,
however, as he has rarely if ever
ventured into new territory

without knowing what he wants
from it, what he feels he can offer
and what the results might sound
like. His choices haven’t always
hit the mark, but his unceasing
modus operandi has always been
to ask “Why not?” instead of
“Why?”, and it is this insistent line
of questioning that has supported
his status as one of rock music’s
most durable figures. With
The Boy Named If, Costello has
flipped the switch yet again by
cleverly turning back the clock
with songs that astutely reference
(but not reproduce) his 1977-1980
output.
In those punk/post-punk
days, Costello was the guy
who released catchy songs with
lyrics that tripped over themselves. He quickly outran his
contemporaries, who had either
painted themselves into a corner

from which they couldn’t escape
or been arrested and locked up
by the style police. Costello,
however, switched from this to
that (country, soul, Americana)
and the rest (classical, opera,
orchestral, funk, bluegrass, jazz
and more besides), all the while
maintaining the kind of creative
equilibrium that was difficult not
to be impressed by. The man’s
voice remains an acquired taste,
and he can occasionally be as
prickly as a roll of barbed wire, but
his persistent nature has proven
him to be, pretty much, the most
explorative of the class of 1977.
Stylistically, The Boy Called If
riffs off a recent reworking of his
1978 album, This Year’s Model (as
Spanish Model, each song of
which features guest Hispanic
vocalists). Clearly in the mood for
more of the same, he corralled his

long-time musical partners Steve
Nieve, Pete Thomas (both, of
course, former members of
Costello’s ace band, The Attractions) and Davey Faragher, and
cracked open a few bottles of
spiked prosecco. The results fizz
and snarl big time.
The aim is admirably high for
the presentation of this album
(there is an accompanying
booklet of track introductions,
narrative segues, illustrations),
but for many, the primary thrust
is a bunch of songs that, by and
large, quickly catch fire and
gracefully smoulder. Costello will
deliver something different soon
enough, no doubt, but The Boy
Named If sees him on terrifically
familiar ground, feet apart, fists
raised, talking the talk again.
Suggestion? Pump it up.
TONYCLAYTON-LEA

LYNDSEY LAWLOR
Dearest Philistine ★★★★
Self-released
There have been so many
exponents of the half-spoken,
half-sung art of sprechstimme in
recent times (more often than not
from blokes), it appears that
Mark E Smith of The Fall has
become as influential as Lou
Reed. This makes it genuinely
refreshing to hear a female artist
approach the form in such an
invigorating and radical way.
Lyndsey Lawlor from Tallaght
released an EP last year called
Sake. Its initial promise is now
followed by her debut album, a
record that is simultaneously
beautiful, confessional, angry,

studio is located is embodied in
musing titles such as “rest”,
“mist”, “solaris” and “fall” – all
lower-case titles, as though
whispering their presence. IV is a
mournful, minor piano ballad
that somehow evokes both the
in-studio pressing of pedals and
keys and something vastly more
cinematic.
Hugar have worked on film
scores before, notably on The
Vasulka Effect, a documentary on
the video-art pioneers Steina and
Woody Vasulka, who escaped the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia.
In March of last year, the pair
released a five-track EP based on
traditional Icelandic folk songs,
passed down in oral tradition.
They don’t shy away from more
industrial turns either, with
“solaris”, XYZ and “volt” evoking
geothermal power stations, and
the quiet pulsing of Iceland’s
industry. Best heard in one
sitting, Rift is a transportive,
thoughtful collection that,
although void of lyrical content,
forms a captivating narrative.
ANDREACLEARY

confused, but most of all, human.
Calling/Art is Pain opens
Dearest Philistine with a meditation on creativity. Large swathes
of society at large still associate
art with the conventional practices of drawing and painting, a
weekend hobby rather than a
genuine artistic pursuit, let alone
a viable (or desirable) career.
“Art is everybody’s calling,
they just don’t know it yet,”
affirms Lawlor over a brilliant
electronic soundscape produced
by Gary O’Neill. The precarious
perils of artists, poverty, politics,
class and the gentrification of
Dublin (or what Lawlor calls “the
death of Dublin’s heart”) all
inform this brilliant debut album.
While there is certainly some
kinship with For Those I Love,
Dearest Philistine is a statement
of singular intent. Lawlor’s
concerns are highly pertinent,
offering firm evidence that the
future belongs to young artists.
It’s up to the rest of us to fight to
get them heard.
ÉAMONSWEENEY

CAT POWER
Covers ★★★★
Domino
This third album of reinterpretations by Chan Marshall has been
pulled from childhood (Billie
Holiday’s wistful I’ll Be Seeing
You) to the present day (Frank
Ocean’s galvanising Bad
Religion), with her peerless
vocal reshaping songs to often
surprising effect.
It is emblematic of how, like
many great interpreters, she can
successfully reach into others’
work to draw further nuance.
Interestingly, she takes this
moment to reappraise one of
her own songs, Unhate – a
reworking of Hate from 2006’s
The Greatest, where radiance
pulls focus and buries the
previous composition, evolving
it to an exercise in resilience.
The whole record benefits
from this exercise – from the
bright guitars of Pa Pa Power,
to the stridency of Endless
Sea, and the bluesy It Wasn’t
God Who Made Honky Tonk
Angels. There is harmonic
deep-sea diving on These
Days, and a tenderness to Here
Comes a Regular, harnessing
the delicate tightrope walk that
is finding meaning in the
everyday.
An impulse to recover what is
lost haunts these songs, through
the driving piano of Against the
Wind, and the boldness of I Had
a Dream Joe, it is hard to know if
Marshall is possessed, or the
song. Perhaps both.
A Pair of Brown Eyes,
which reminds Marshall of
a friend lost to cancer, is a
devastating highlight, with
off-kilter drums and her
nourishing voice matching
Shane McGowan’s lyricism,
flooring us with its sense of
raw but graceful pain.
SIOBHÁNKANE
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Patrick
Freyne
‘Hey, my quiff
is up here,
Mr Television
Columnist’

T

welve food entrepreneurs stand
around on a beach in Cornwall
waiting for Gordo(n Ramsay).
“Maybe he’ll come out of the sea,”
says one of them, Estragon maybe, and
everyone laughs, picturing Gordon
Ramsay emerging from the depths, riding
a huge clam shell pulled by sea horses,
with barnacles in his quiff, wielding a
trident.
Actually, Ramsay does better. He
arrives perched on the edge of a helicopter
from which he jumps feet first into the sea
and swims to shore.
Let’s be frank, this is a very unusual
introduction to a food show (Gordon
Ramsay’s Future Food Stars, Thursday,
BBC1) and it completely recalibrates my
standards for a “good entrance” on
television. Unless Ryan Tubridy smashes
through a window firing rounds from a
machine gun and Tommy Tiernan runs
through his set on fire screaming his
interview questions, they are dead to me.
It’s also an unsettling harbinger of
hope. It suggests that in this age of energy
crises and climate collapse anything is
still possible. And what will Ramsay
demand of the twelvesome on the beach?
A second louder helicopter? A whimsical
petrol fight? A fiver to tip the pilot?
Now he stands before them, his
face as craggy as the Cornish cliffs, his
supernaturally bequiffed hair untroubled
by salt water or time, his body snugly
encased in a wetsuit that seems to say:
“Hey, my quiff is up here, Mr Television
Columnist.”
Ramsay explains the premise of the
show, starting with the words, “I’ve
invited you all here today” and for a
glorious moment I hope he’s going to

accuse one of them of murder like Hercule
Poirot. But no, Gordon Ramsay’s Future
Food Stars is basically “the Apprentice
but food” just as Ramsay is basically “Alan
Sugar but falling from a helicopter into
the sea and, also, food”.
Ramsay’s plan is to select the best food
entrepreneur in order to invest £150,000
of his own money into their business. He
emits a familiar stream of imprecise,
reach-for-the-stars babble that includes
the words: “I’ve designed an amazing
series of challenges for you all so I can
discover your true DNA.”
Gordon Ramsay is apparently
unaware of the existence of DNA testing
companies. But that’s fine; £150,000 is
a small mortgage these days and the

‘‘

It’s amazing that the
words ‘shack on the
beach’ signify artisanal
hipster offerings now.
Once it was considered
unwise to ingest anything
you were offered in a
shack on the beach.
Now shack gastronomy
is all the rage

participants here seem unaware of the
existence of banks. They chose instead to
dance to the whims of a quirky television
millionaire. What could go wrong?
Ramsay tells them to jump from a
cliff into the sea to prove their loyalty.
This is legal in Britain now. So they do so,
encased in wetsuits, helmets and life
jackets because if you’re going to get
people to jump from a cliff into the sea it’s
best to do it safely.
It’s well known that you can tell
someone is a food entrepreneur based on
whether they float or sink when thrown
into water (wait . . . I might be thinking of
witches) and Ramsay watches carefully.
Most float. Ramsay radiates joy. And why
not? Twelve people have just jumped from
a cliff into a sea because he asked them to.
His wetsuit seems even more snug.
I’m beginning to wonder if there’ll be
any food in this food show when Ramsay
announces the big test of the week:
“Tomorrow you’re going to be selling
street food from your very own shack
on the beach.”
It’s amazing that the words “shack
on the beach” signify artisanal hipster
offerings now. Once it was considered
unwise to ingest anything you were
offered in a shack on the beach. Now
shack gastronomy is all the rage.
The food entrepreneurs are divided
into three teams of four and soon they’re
squabbling over the nature of the food to
be served. In the past, art was good at the
big-picture issues: war, peace, love, death.
But never in the history of mankind has
the human art of “squabbling” been so
well documented as the recent decades of
reality television. We can’t get enough of
it. It’s like sugar to us.

The personalities aren’t too
differentiated as yet, but the gist is
that in one team a vegan wishes her
desire for costly fancy mushrooms be
sated. In another a seasoned chef baulks
at creating mere toasted sandwiches for
beach folk, who he estimates to be as
choosy as the richest kings of Europe.
And in the third, they’re all panicking,
undercooking monkfish
and spilling food everywhere.
Meanwhile, Ramsay swaggers over to
explain who’s going to help him judge the
competition. “I’ve arranged to meet up
with a couple of young guys who’ve
cooked up a storm in Cornwall’s street
scene,” he says, like it’s just a normal
sentence.
The young guys are part of a group
called the Taco Boys who do Mexican food
with “a twist”. The twist is, I think, that
they’re not Mexican and they’re not boys.
They’re grown adults. One of them is

Top: chef turned helicopter-jumping
TV millionaire Gordon Ramsay.
Above: the Future Food Star contestants.
■
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called Blaise and he has blue hair
emerging from a woolly hat. “Quick
question, does that hair come with the
hat?” says Ramsay to Blaise, and he and
his fellow Taco Boy laugh as though their
lives depend on it. And they probably do.
Ramsay returns to torment the
contestants some more. He finds fault.
He spits out a piece of over-seasoned
chicken. He is inspirational. “Shine as
individuals, stand out as a team,” he
says, quoting Karl Marx.
The next day the contest begins and
the contestants flail. Waiting customers
look disgruntled. The Taco Boys munch
disapprovingly. Ramsay observes all with
his inscrutable button eyes.

Ultimately, everyone is whisked to
London for his judgement. Ramsay stands
before them in front of a huge image of a
fork set into a star (his flag) and beside a
large shiny statue of a gorilla (his true
self). He is a man of a certain age and he is
wearing his robes of office: a white T-shirt
with a suit jacket. His quiff is immaculate.
There’s lots of slow exciting music and
long pauses as he tells the assembled
contestants about the winners and losers
of his task. Then he turns to the losing
team members and says: “I want to grill
you.” Yes, finally it has come to this:
Celebrities are cooking and eating
normals on terrestrial television. But then
he finishes the sentence. “I want to grill
you one-on-one about your performance.”
Aw! Ramsay says more stuff to
people individually. They make cases
for themselves. One man says: “The
leader in me did not shine. The person
you saw in the last days, it was a scared
boy. The person you see sitting on this
table now is a man, hungry.”
I said these exact words at my recent
performance review at The Irish Times.
They were very impressed and let me
edit the paper for a week. Sadly, Ramsay
takes this person literally and considers
his grotesque transformation from
child to man to be an affront to culinary
consistency and child labour laws (the
Taco Boys are an exception). The man is
eliminated from the competition. There
are hugs and tears and a preview of what
to expect next week. This includes footage
of Gordon Ramsay sharpening knives
while wearing a big blindfold. They’re just
letting him do whatever the hell he wants,
aren’t they? Fair enough. Fire ahead,
Gordon you big shiny gorilla.

NewreleasesMusic

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Unlimited Love ★
Warner Music
“I’m forever near a stereo
saying, ‘What the f**k is this
garbage?’ ” Nick Cave once said.
“And the answer is always the
Red Hot Chili Peppers.” If the
world enters nuclear endgame,
rest assured the Chili Peppers
will survive like the multimillion
selling cockroaches they are.
Anthony Kiedis will croon
Californication while the planet
is vaporised. What a time to be
alive.
Unlimited Love is the 10th
studio album from the band who
are officially the most successful
(so-called) alternative rock
outfit in the world with more

From excitement to exorcism
PILLOW QUEENS
Leave the Light On ★★★★
Royal Mountain Records
We leave lights on for security and
clarity, to ward off the fear of not
being able to see things that go
bump in the night or to guide us
on our way to somewhere. When
Pillow Queens quote US writer
Maggie Nelson from her 2009
book of prose poems, Bluets (“All
right then, let me try to rephrase.
When I was alive, I aimed to be a

student not of longing but of
light”), they pinpoint in many
relevant ways their route from
little scrappers to top dogs –
with a side order of uncertainty,
vulnerability, uneasiness and
resignation along the way.
Nelson herself describes Bluets
as her way of “making my life feel
‘in progress’ rather than a sleeve
of ash falling off a lit cigarette”,
and there are many examples in
her book of what Pillow Queens
are aiming for with Leave the
Light On (but perhaps none more
pertinent than “mostly I have felt
myself becoming a servant of
sadness. I am still looking for
beauty in that”).
Five years after they formed,
and with a profile that has risen to
the point where they have twice
been guests on James Corden’s

US coast-to-coast Late Late Show,
Pillow Queens transform as a unit
and people here. If they haven’t
found what they’re looking for,
then they are certainly very close
to it. While their 2020 debut
album, In Waiting, introduced
them as a sure-fire-hit act (“With
the added queer lens,” noted this
paper’s review, “In Waiting is a
lifeline for people who haven’t yet
found their tribe”), Leave the
Light On sees the band deliver
songs that jump from breakthrough to heartbreak, from
excitement to exorcism.
While the lyrics ably illustrate
blurred lines drawn between
honesty, intimacy and emotional
exploration (“I wanna feel the
blood rushing straight to my
head, I wanna feel like a dog with a
bone to be led, and I wanna feel

every pulse to the shake in your
leg” from Be By Your Side is
particularly forthright), the
musical advances are skilfully
defined. From the forceful
pop-rock of The Wedding Band,
Hearts & Minds, My Body Moves
and Try Try Try to the beach
hammock sway of House that
Sailed Away, the jagged lucidity of
Well Kept Wife, and the guitarswirling psych-ballad Historian,
it’s clear that the phrase “leaps
and bounds” is an understatement in the context of just how far
Pillow Queens have come in terms
of their songwriting.
“Love is not consolation. It is
light,” writes Nelson in Bluets.
Throughout a triumphant second
album, Pillow Queens tenderly
and ferociously acknowledge that.
TONYCLAYTON-LEA

RHONA CLARKE
Sempiternam choral music by
Rhona Clarke ★★★
Métier MSV 28614
This new collection of ten of
Rhona Clarke’s choral works
covers repertoire from 1991 to
2020. The largest piece is the
Requiem of 2020 with just four
movements – Introit, Lux
Aeterna, Pie Jesu and In Paradisum. It opens in the haunting
darkness of deep male voices
and, while it’s in many ways the
album’s gravest-sounding piece,
it’s also the one with the most
potent sense of balm. The
selection takes the listener
through moments of celebration

than 100 million records sold. To
most discerning music fans, they
are about as welcome as Putin or
Covid.
The album opens inoffensively
enough with Black Summer, a
passable song as long as you
ignore the mediocrity of the
lyrics, which make Bono’s much
maligned Paddy’s Day poem
look as profound as TS Eliot’s
The Wasteland. “The night is
dressed like noon,” Kiedis sings.
“A sailor spoke too soon. And
China is on the dark side of the
moon.” It gets worse. Much
worse. Aquatic Mouth Dance is
especially appalling, even by
their standards. Every funkrock cliché is thrown into an
over-seasoned gloopy sonic
soup. Mercifully, it is relatively
rare to hear a band this
formulaic and bland.
They will still pack out Marlay
Park in June. Flea will perform
his customary toe-curling
rendition of Amhrán na bhFiann. The cockroaches will
inherit what’s left of the earth.
ÉAMONSWEENEY

– responses to words like Gloria
or Alleluia – in a varied sound
world where dissonances are
more likely to be delicate than
harsh and, in the same spirit,
low, round resonances are called
upon to anchor angular high
soprano lines.
Clarke is fond of graduated
spills of sound, that sometimes
swell or contract like murmurations of starlings, or swirl with
more focused energy towards a
clear destination. Even in the
fine performances by Maris
Sirmais and his Latvian singers,
these particular gestures can
seem a little cliched.
Better are the few moments of
shock – the theatrical foot
stomping that sets the tone for
the expression of bereavement
in Ave atque vale of 2017 – and
the writing is effective too when
staying close to tradition in the
genuinely carol-like Three
Carols on Medieval Texts of
2014.
MICHAEL DERVAN

CHRISTIAN LEE HUTSON
Quitters ★★★★
Anti
The uneasy laugh at the start of
Quitters hints at what is to come.
In common with the rest of the
world, Christian Lee Hutson
and his vivid cast of troubled
Angeleno characters are going
through a bleak time. The sense
of anxiety and melancholy
permeating the 13 tracks that
make up his follow-up to
Beginners, his remarkable
indie-folk debut from 2020, is
striking. But, as with Beginners,
he wraps these jagged, elliptical
stories in delicious haunted
melodies and intriguing,
colourful, self-deprecating
lyrics: “I’m a self-esteem
vending machine/ A doctor’s
office magazine/ A funhouse at
the county fair/ A staircase to
nowhere” (Rubberneckers).
Hutson’s “best friend”, the
equally impressive Phoebe
Bridgers, produces again but
this time shares duties with
fellow indie luminary Conor
Oberst. Together they help
Hutson stretch the sonic
possibilities of his essentially
acoustic music (with nods to
Elliot Smith) without distracting
from his mission to describe the
world the way it is, as novelist
Scott McClanahan puts it in the
official biog.
With Beginners, Hutson was
looking back on childhood; with
Quitters, “on the dark side of my
30s” (Age Difference), he is
looking around him, wondering
about truth, lies and fractured
dreams. Appropriately, his voice
sounds resigned, as if drained of
hope. And yet somehow these
songs, even those with rough
edges, are infused with a real
sense of humanity, their black
humour cocking a snook at an
indifferent world.
JOE BREEN
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Patrick
Freyne
Obi-Wan Kenobi is
grand, I suppose,
but not grand in
the UK sense

M

any of Disney’s Star Wars
projects should probably just
be called: “Your Childhood:
How does it make you feel?” I
am convinced all this content is being
rolled out by Disney as a form of hypnotic
regression therapy and someday they’re
going to tell us all to kill the president and
we’ll just do it, even if the president is
someone cool like R2D2.
Everyone brings with them their own
prejudices based on their childhood
experience of playing with Star Wars
toys. When I watch the Ewan McGregorstarring Obi-Wan Kenobi, I can’t help feel
that more of the characters’ accessories
should be missing and the legs should be
affixed with superglue and the heads
should look sort of chewed up. I also think
the sounds of the lasers should sound
more like someone saying “pew! pew!” in
a high-pitched voice.
Obi-Wan Kenobi is set 10 years after
Revenge of the Sith, in which the Empire
took over the galaxy thanks to their
ambitious Keynesian infrastructural
projects (Death Stars and clone armies
and such) and their charismatic leader,
Emperor Palpatine, a man who, like Bill
Clinton, makes you feel like the only
person in the room when he fixes his
glowing red eyes upon you.
Obi-Wan’s side lost the war and now he
spends his time in a cave on Tatooine,
a planet that’s all desert (most Star Wars
planets have just one geographical
feature), staring into the distance and
reminiscing about how he left his friend
and mentee Anakin Skywalker on fire by a
lava river. From time to time, he prays to
his dead master. “Can you hear me Clem
Fandango?” he says, or something like

that (I might have the name wrong).
Obi-Wan is hiding from everyone but
nonetheless everyone knows where he is.
Owen, the guardian of infant Luke
Skywalker, knows he’s spying on them.
A rogue Jedi finds him with ease. The
adopted father of Princess Leia goes
straight to his secret hiding place.
Frankly, the fact the Galactic Empire
cannot find Obi-Wan makes me regret
voting for them.
A bunch of baddies arrive on
Tatooine looking for Jedis. They’re
led by an officious alien named The
Grand Inquisitor. He’s grand in the UK
sense, not the Irish sense (ie: “How’s his
inquisiting?” “It’s grand.”). He’s accompanied by two other inquisitors, a guy with a
satellite dish on his head and an impatient

‘‘

Obi-Wan is surprised to see
him in his leather duds and
bucket helmet. ‘What have
you become?’ he says,
which is a pretty rude thing
to say to someone who’s
dressed like that because
you chopped their legs off
and knocked them into a
lava river

underling called Third Sister who’s the
real antagonist of the series. This trio are
asking citizens of the Empire if they’ve
seen a Jedi one citizen at a time, which
feels like a very time-consuming way to
search for Jedis. Also, you can tell the
Jedis in the Star Wars franchise because
they all have hoods on their coats but the
Empire hasn’t worked that out yet.
There’s no directive that says: “Pay special
attention to drifters with hoods”.
Meanwhile on Alderaan, Li’l Princess
Leia, a mini version of the character
played by the great Carrie Fisher in the
original trilogy, is living the life of Reilly.
Her main personality trait is that she is
very sassy. If there was a film poster for
this show, she would be leaning
back-to-back with Obi-Wan and they’d
both have their arms folded and be
looking at the camera over the top of their
sunglasses. Yes, this is set in whatever
constitutes the Galactic Empire’s early
1990s. When we meet Leia, she has loads
of precocious things to say to strangers,
much like Princess Margaret, maybe
because she was homeschooled. In Space
Ireland they’d say: “She’ll have the
corners knocked off her yet.” The only
thing Li’l Leia is silent about is whether a
hereditary monarchy is truly the best way
to govern a space civilisation.
Before long the terrible security at her
palace means Li’l Leia is kidnapped by
Flea from the Red Hot Chilli Peppers
(playing himself) following a forest chase
scene that looks like it was made in one
take by people for whom making money
has just got too easy. At one point a baddie
literally runs into a tree branch he’s
looking right at.
Now, the Mandalorian is my favourite

Star Wars miniseries. It was the story of a
single father trying to balance mercenary
work and family. Obi-Wan Kenobi uses
the same template, except without
Baby Yoda, the preeminent actor of his
generation, and with Li’l Leia. I imagine
Baby Yoda isn’t too happy with this other
infant interloper and is probably revving
up a car in a threatening manner as we
speak. I would like to see a film about both
these actors when they are older, living
resentfully together in a big old house.
They could call it Whatever Happened to
Baby Yoda? and it would be a smash hit.
Li’l Leia is kidnapped at the behest of
Third Sister who figures that because
Obi-Wan knew Leia’s father, he’ll break
cover and go save her. It’s a bit of a stretch.
Obi-Wan knows lots of people and he’s a
bit flaky. Third Sister does not realise that
Li’l Leia is the secret daughter of her boss
Darth Vader or that in the same episode

■ Top: Ewan McGregor in Obi-Wan

Kenobi. Above: a scene from The Unseen
Queen. PHOTOGRAPHS: DISNEY; BBC
she randomly threatened Owen,
the guardian of Darth Vader’s other
secret child, Luke. She’s one degree of
separation away from winning the whole
damn Star War. As inquisiting goes, it’s
grand. But I’ve seen better.
In this week’s episode, our heroes find
themselves looking for a pilot on a planet
filled with scrubby bushes, probably
called the Scrubby Bush Planet. Obi-Wan
isn’t really on his game. He’s hallucinating
stuff from his past, he leaves their planned
rendezvous point early for no good
reason, and then he makes the mistake of
using Leia’s real name on front of a bunch
of Stormtroopers. He has to murder them.
Eventually Anakin/Darth Vader turns up

all asthmatic and grumpy, choking people
telekinetically and waving his space
sword. Obi-Wan is surprised to see him
in his leather duds and bucket helmet.
“What have you become?” he says, which
is a pretty rude thing to say to someone
who’s dressed like that because you
chopped their legs off and knocked them
into a lava river.
“I was hoping people hadn’t noticed!”
cries Darth, or words to that effect, before
trying to chop Obi-Wan up, choke him and
set fire to him. His management style is
thorough. Obi-Wan is saved at the last
minute, but you knew that because you’ve
seen the subsequent films. Meanwhile,
Leia gets kidnapped again for that is her
role throughout much of the franchise,
but she eventually gets unkidnapped, as
you’ll also know because you’ve seen the
subsequent films. It’s hard to worry about
them, really. I think the thing about this
project I can relate to most is the Disney
corporation’s love of money.
Royalsupercut
Speaking of long franchises. Elizabeth:
The Unseen Queen (Sunday, BBC1) is a
supercut of the Queen’s own home movies
narrated by the woman herself. It’s like
the Johnny Cash video for Hurt. only it
lasts an hour and a quarter and is filled
with bunting and truisms. Towards the
end she says: “It’s inevitable that I should
seem a rather remote figure to many of
you, a successor to the kings and queens of
history” and for a moment I hope she’s
going to add: “However, for decades, I
have been breaking into your homes and
filming you while you sleep and I’m going
to show you this footage now.” Sadly, she
does not.

NewreleasesMusic

HUDSON TAYLOR
Searching for the Answers
★★★
Rubyworks
For those who care about
such things, 2022 is the 10th
anniversary of the debut EP
(Battles) by brothers Harry and
Alfie Hudson-Taylor. There was
a time when the pair were
painted with the “cute boyband”
brush (we recall seeing them
years ago at an open air festival
where they were set upon by an
adoring mob of female fans), but
it was clear that looks were
deceiving – the pair were intent
on writing material reminiscent
of Simon & Garfunkel and
Crosby, Stills & Nash, songs that

Celebration turns to tragedy
ANGEL OLSEN
Big Time ★★★★
Jagjaguwar
In 2019 Angel Olsen told The Irish
Times: “I feel like I’ve been in
denial of the fact that when I write
my best, it’s usually when something terrible has happened.”
Celebration and tragedy are
intricately woven into the narrative of Big Time, the fifth studio
album by the North Carolina-based artist.
Most of these songs were

written during the time she
publicly came out as a gay woman
at the age of 34, including to her
parents. Having celebrated that
milestone with a sense of freedom
and jubilation, calamity struck
when her father died suddenly
three days later, and her mother
tragically followed suit a short
time later.
The album was recorded three
weeks after her mother’s funeral
and is understandably an emotionally raw affair. #While her grief is
channelled into songs such as
Ghost On; All the Good Times;
and Go Home (“How can I go on
with all those old dreams? I am a
ghost now, living those old
scenes”), the other major event in
her recent life – falling deeply in
love – tussles for head space amid
the melancholia. All the Flowers
is quietly jubilant, with lines such

as “Never thought the day would
come that I would find someone to
love me only” making no bones
about Olsen’s gratitude. Right
Now sees her croon “I need to be
myself, I won’t live another lie /
About the feelings that I have, I
won’t be with you and hide”, while
there is a sense of catharsis to
Through the Fires, a song about
searching for optimism in the
midst of tragedy.
Musically, Olsen has proven
herself an eclectic, versatile
songwriter in the decade since her
debut was released. She masters
the fine line between experimentalism and the kind of song you
might hear at a dusty roadside bar
in the American Midwest.
On each of these songs, she
perfectly pitches her voice to suit
the changing mood. The trill of
Hammond organ on All the Good

Times rolls into a celebratory
Motown-esque affair with brass
and cascading drums. You could
easily imagine a country legend
such as Tammy Wynette or Patsy
Cline crooning the title track or
the lonesome waltz of This Is How
it Works. All the Flowers has a
timeless feel akin to Dusty
Springfield singing a
Bacharach/David composition,
while the murmured rumble of
Through the Fires recalls early
Springsteen.
Go Home is the album’s epic
musical centrepiece, a raw burst
of emotion that begins with the
slow drip of piano before building
to a cacophonic climax.
It might have taken “something
terrible” to make a record like
this, but it may well turn out to be
Olsen’s magnum opus.
LAURENMURPHY

THE WHILEAWAYS
In All Honesty ★★★
Independent
The Whileaways have taken
stock over the past few years and
produced a weighty fourth
album, laden with thought-provoking songs about love, loss,
family, friendship and the sheer
joy of keeping good company.
The precious minutiae of life
find purchase in the smallest
corners of their songs.
Resilience, survival and the
passing of the baton from one
generation to another are just
some of the themes that resonate
through these 12 songs, with
writing credits shared by all.
Nicola Joyce and Noriana

didn’t have the smash-hits
appeal of One Direction or
similar.
Like so many music acts,
the past 24 months have been a
challenge in different ways, and
you have to feel for the brothers
when you consider their second
studio album (the inopportunely
titled Loving Everywhere I Go)
was released at the end of
February 2020. Cue many
months of going nowhere,
which may indicate why the new
album is so titled and why there
is such a comforting blanket of
mournfulness covering the
songs. Certainly, across folksy
tunes such as Golden and You
Decide, the sugar-rush pop of
You Me Myself, and the
soul/gospel swoon of Honest
(featuring a co-vocal by Gabrielle
Aplin), there aren’t many
poptastic moments.
There is, however, a clear
sense of identity and creative
growth, so maybe some answers
have already been found.
TONY CLAYTON-LEA

Kennedy’s complementary but
distinct voices weave those
characteristically clean and
distinctly Whileaways lines
around what can at times be
workmanlike guitar lines.
Noelie McDonnell’s songs add
further depth to the mix, with
Swallows Returning marking the
passage of time with a wistful
sweep. Words is a meditation on
what was not to be, subtle and
resonant, from Nicola Joyce. The
pastoral tone of this collection
amplifies the trio’s innate
compatibility, though the
consistency of the sound palette
whispers of the potential benefit
of introducing an edgier sound to
some tracks. In particular, Still
I’m on the Road would be richer
were it more roughly shod.
In all Honesty is nonetheless a
finely honed and cohesive
collection, produced by Seán Óg
Graham and Alex Borwick, and
does what an album should: lure
the listener to seek out these
musicians in a live setting.
SIOBHÁNLONG

LSO/SIMON RATTLE
Stravinsky Ballets ★★★★
LSO Live
Thinking big was obviously in
Simon Rattle’s mind when, in
September 2017, he began his
tenure as music director of
the LSO.
He presented Stravinsky’s
three great early ballets in a
single concert with two
intervals.
He’d had the idea rejected
as “stupid” nearly 40 years
earlier by one of the London
Symphony Orchestra’s rivals,
the Philharmonia.
And he’d never let go of the
ambition to present the
remarkable development of
Stravinsky’s ballet music
between 1909 and 1913 – from
the Rimsky-Korsakov-influenced, perfumed exoticism of
The Firebird, through the
even more vivid colouring,
angularity and rhythmic élan
of Petrushka, and into the
often brutal dissonances,
rhythmic complexities and
raw, elemental energy of The
Rite of Spring.
Rattle’s 2017 performances
as captured in these recordings are very much those of a
21st-century sophisticate in
command of an astonishingly
detailed orchestral palette.
You can listen to the works
over and over and appreciate
again and again the refinement of his grasp of – and his
players’ sensitive realisation
of – fine details in all three
scores.
The limitation is that, with
everything so well in control,
an essential sense of danger is
sometimes smoothed over.
For the listener, the thrill is
sometimes more that of
pleasurable observation than
visceral involvement.
MICHAELDERVAN

